Please visit the following website for resources: https://www.sandhillprimary.org.uk/parentinformation/school-closures-home-learning/home-learning-year-2/

Tuesday: Multiply 3-digits by 1-digit.

Monday:
Multiply 2-digit
number by 1digit number

Wednesday: Divide 2-digit by 1-digit number.

Friday:
Maths
challenge.

Thursday: Divide 3-digit by 1-digit number

Monday: Draw a
picture showing
our wonderful
world and how
beautiful it is when
we protect the
environment- use
your imagination

Tuesday: Use your story map from literacy to
create your own book using your 10 things you
could do to change the world. Can you include
flaps and different shaped pages like the book?

Wednesday: Look at the water cycle and how
the sea impacts human activity.

Thursday: Have a look around your home, how well do you recycle?
Make a map of your house, showing different recycling points. Some
people have different bins in their homes to help them too.

EXPLORE IT:
Have you
heard of the
word
‘suffragette’
before? Why
would these
women be
demanding to
vote? Why
would they
want to barge
into
parliament?

ILLUSTRATE IT: How do you know the
suffragettes are running quickly? Illustrate one
of the other suffragettes.
TALK ABOUT IT: What did the suffragettes hope
to gain from this particular exploit? Did they
achieve their goal?
Why do you think equality is important?

IMAGINE IT: Imagine you were one of the suffragettes leaping out of the
van. Do you think they were fearless? Would you be afraid? Why would
votes for women matter so much to you? Write an eye witness account
in role as one of these suffragettes.

Tuesday: Think about 10 changes you can make
to change the world. Create a story map using
these things.

Friday: Look
at the
structure of
the Earth.
How are
volcanoes
formed? Why
do
earthquakes
happen?

Monday:
Pick some
sentences
from the
book. Can
you up-level
them using
relative
clauses?

CREATE IT:
Produce a piece of
writing to
motivate others to
fight for your
chosen cause.
How will you use
both text and
images to engage
your reader?

Wednesday: Create an explanation text of how
materials get recycled. What processes do they
go through?

Friday: We need
to be kind to
Earth and
others, Create a
recipe for a good
friend e.g. a
bowl of trust.

Thursday: Carry out some research about how we can help the
environment and create a fact file.

PHONICS: Every day - Watch the Read Write Inc phonics videos on YouTube. If you aren't sure which video your child needs to watch, get in touch and your class teacher

will help.

